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Country Senttiientt 

COUNTRY SENTIMlENT 

Fairies and Fusiliers, and Country Senitinientt, by Robert 
Graves. Alfred A. Knopf. 
The poetry of Robert Graves compares with the mass of 

good modern poetry, especially in the United States, as the 
trim, well-ordered English farm compares with the vast 
cattle ranch of Wyoming or the great wheat farm of North 
Dakota. Mr. Graves has chosen a small field, withal one 
chosen by many English poets before him. He tills it well, 
and it brings forth lovely blossoms if not always luscious, 
satisfying fruit. 
Melody, everyday humanness, fancy, quiet whimsy, chiv 

alry-these are words that come to mind as one reads MIr. 
Graves' verse. They represent qualities found in Skelton, 
in Surrey, or in Herrick, poets in whose tradition Mr. Graves 

would probably class himself. One gets the impression that 
the author studies rather than observes, as when the boy 
stays away from church and goes walking 

To ponder there in quiet 
God's Universal Plan. 

These are the boy's own words! Such boys exist only in 
eighteenth-century English paintings. 

Generally, hoxvever, Mr. Graves presents clear, vivid pic 
tures, as in Finland: 

The skies are jewelled all around, 
The ploughshare snaps in the iron ground. 
The Finn, with face like paper 
And eyes like a lighted taper, 
Hurls his rough rune 
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POETRY: J Mlagazinc of Veerse 

At the winitry moon, 
And stamps to mark the tunie. 

Country Sentimlientt shows an advance over the author's 
first book in story-telling and dramatic power, in hardness 
and' cleanness of expression: 

Here they lie who once learned here 
All that is taught of hurt or fear. 
Dead, but by free will they died: 
They were true men, they had pride. 

Nelson Jntri,n Crawford 

RECENT ANTHOLOGIES 

The Oxford aznd Cambridge Miscellany: June, I920. Basil 
Blackwell, Oxford, England. 

A Queen's College Miscellany. Queen's College, Oxford. 
A Treasury of (Far Poetry. Second Series, edited by George 

Herbert Clarke. Houghton Mifflin Co. 
Dreanms and Voices, compiled by Grace Hyde Trine. The 

Woman's Press, New York. 
Joyful Sorrow, compiled by L. H. B. E. P. Dutton & Co. 
Lillygay: an Anthology of Anonymous Poems. The Vine 

Press, Steyning, England. 
American and British Verse from The Yale Review. Yale 

University Press. 
Modern British Poetry, edited by Louis Untermeyer. Har 

court, Brace & Howe. 
Contemporary Verse Anthology, edited by Charles Wharton 

Stork. E. P. Dutton & Co. 
The above list is a slight indication of the present rush 
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